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The Power of Your Influence
11 Ways to Make a Difference in Your World

Thesis: By understanding and intentionally using influence,
individuals can create meaningful change in their personal

and professional lives and make a positive impact
on those around them.

● Stan Toler: He was a renowned Christian author, speaker, and pastor. He
was born in Oklahoma in 1940, and raised in a Christian home. He was a
graduate of Oklahoma Baptist University and Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary. Stan wrote more than 60 books, many of which were
bestsellers. His books focused on many topics such as growth, leadership,
and relationships. He also believed in the importance of developing a healthy
lifestyle by taking care of one’s body, mind, and spirit.
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The Power of Your Influence

Why this book is important for the Military Professional:
Military professionals should read " The Power of Your Influence" by Stan Toler which can provide practical guidance
and valuable insights on how to cultivate positive influence, which is vital for effective leadership in the military. The
book emphasizes the importance of self-awareness, character, and communication skills, all of which are essential for
military leaders to inspire and motivate their troops, build trust and teamwork, and achieve mission success.

Influence/(in· flu· ence)trans. noun a:the act or power of producing an effect without
apparent exertion of force or direct exercise of command: Influence

Part one: Understanding Your Influence

The nature of influence:
● Zig Ziglar described the power of influence the best, “Send out a cheerful positive greeting, and most of the

time you will get back a cheerful positive greeting.  It’s also true that if you send out a negative greeting, you
will in most cases, get back a negative greeting.”

● There is always that one person in a crowd that has a negative influence.
● Negative influence is easy to notice and will cause a quick impression.
● Positive influence is hard to notice but can be impactful.

Aspects of influence:
● Influence is subtle and strong.

○ Does not always produce instant results
○ May take weeks, months, or years

● Influence is continual.
○ Will add up over time

https://twitter.com/StanToler
http://www.stantoler.com
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=stan+toler
https://www.christianbook.com/power-influence-ways-make-difference-world/stan-toler/9780736973052/pd/973050?en=bing-pla&event=SHOP&kw=books-0-20%7C973050&p=1179517&dv=c&cb_src=bing&cb_typ=shopping&cb_cmp=73125296&cb_adg=2725437523&cb_kyw=default&msclkid=3148ff2de7a71c71a7399cc20258523a&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Shopping%20Main&utm_term=4580359283328954&utm_content=s-books
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/influence


○ Is always happening
● Influence is dynamic.

○ Will be effective in some way
○ Impossible to exert no influence in social settings

● Influence is variable.
○ You can change
○ You can make choices
○ Build new relationships and sever old ones

● The world and workplace have become so toxic and negative.  We deeply need those with positive influence
to be the change!

Three dimensions of influence:
● Toler stated, “To be effective, all influence must be cast in three dimensions: self, others, and the world.”

○ Influencing yourself:
■ Influencing yourself can also be characterized as self-discipline.
■ In order to influence yourself, you must be disciplined, fair, loving, and kind.  This will lead to

influencing others.
■ Influence can not be developed in others if you do not display proper character.
■ To influence yourself you must take control of your own life.

○ Influencing others:
■ Influencing those that you have direct contact with such as family, coworkers, friends, or people

that you encounter daily.
■ Influencing others occurs all day and we do not want our first impression to be negative.
■ “Carefully cultivate your influence over the people with whom you have contact with each day.

They are the gateway to reaching the world,” stated Toler.
○ Influencing the world:

■ The influence you have on the world can be from social media, listening to your speeches,
your last military assignment or deployment.

■ Your reputation, legacy, and work can travel further than those individuals you influence daily.
■ Your influence can be viewed as your reputation.  People may know about you before they

even meet you.
● Warren Buffett said, “It takes twenty years to build a reputation and five minutes to ruin it.”

Part two: Crafting Your Influence

The power of your vision:
● Toler stated, “A vision is a clear, compelling view of the future, not the problem of the present”.
● To have a positive influence, we must have a vision that leads us in the right direction.
● A vision works by providing a clear picture of where you are and where you want to be.
● A vision will guide your journey to the future.
● The three mighty vision destroyers to be aware of are:

○ Fear
○ Self-doubt
○ Resistance

● Visions should be spoken so that it motivates you and others.  Keep it simple!

The power of your thoughts:
● Positive thoughts create a sense of optimism towards life.
● Positive thinking leads to bigger possibilities and changes the way in which our brain works.
● Your thoughts affect influence negativity and can cause:

○ Self-fulfilling prophecy
○ Turn off others
○ Limits vision
○ Discouragement

● The seven types of positive thinking:



○ Optimism-hopeful thoughts
○ Humility-accurate understanding of yourself
○ Abundance-seeing good as an infinite supply
○ Openness-accept new ideas
○ Possibility-discover positive aspects in every situation
○ Big Picture-be okay with not knowing every detail
○ Responsibility-think and act for yourself

● You have the power over your thoughts, attitude, and purpose!

The power of your words:
● Our words have significant power because they shape how we perceive reality.
● Negative or positive words influence others to believe your view of reality.
● Negative speech can weaken your ability to influence others.  Negative speech includes:

○ Complaining
○ Nay saying
○ Gossiping
○ Trolling

● Positive speech enhances our ability to influence others.  Positive speech includes:
○ Complementing
○ Truth Telling
○ Giving constructive advice
○ Apologizing

● Toler states, “Positive thoughts beget positive words.  And your positive words can reframe a negative
situation, encourage a dispirited person, and point to a positive future.”

The power of your example:
● Our example matters because people follow people they trust.
● Your example will:

○ Model what you are trying to accomplish
○ Raise others sights, help them to see
○ Keeps you involved in your own vision and goals

● The example we set can be diminished by hypocrisy, inconsistency, and arrogance.
● To build a positive example you should practice:

○ Creating strong habits
○ Being real
○ Stating your motivation

The power of your presence:
● The effect you can have on someone is felt by just being there and being present.
● Everyone has a presence when walking in or out of a room.  To ensure you are creating a positive presence

you need to be:
○ Self aware-observe how others respond when you are present
○ Focus on others-listen and be interested
○ Intentional presence or absence-be there when it matters even if you don't want too and know when

not to attend
○ Presentation or demeanor-the way you dress and your comportment
○ Online persona-ensure you are truthful

The power of your encouragement:
● Encouragement is a style of speech that can take your influence to a higher level.
● Encouragement matters because life is hard, everyone needs affirmation, and there are discouragers

everywhere.
● There are circumstances when encouragement is warranted; when someone is:

○ Struggling
○ Working hard
○ Failing



● Encouragement can be offered in a few different types of style:
○ Casual comments
○ Public praise
○ Handwritten or electronic notes

The power of your generosity:
● Toler stated, “When you give voluntarily to others and without obligation you unleash a power that can

transform their lives and yours too.”
● Generosity is a present and will influence others in the following ways:

○ By building trust
○ Shows leadership by example
○ Encourages others to be generous

● Generosity comes in many forms such as:
○ Donating money or time
○ Providing expertise
○ Sharing relationships and resources
○ Giving credit

The power of your commitment:
● Strong influencers stay committed to their vision particularly when facing adversity.
● Individuals walk away from commitment because they have:

○ Fear of failure
○ Loss of hope
○ Inability to pivot

● To develop commitment and remain influential your must:
○ State your motivation
○ Recall your goal weekly
○ Recognize impossibilities
○ Don’t quit

● No matter your vision or goal it is imperative to keep going!

The power of your sacrifice:
● Sacrifice is giving at a degree that threatens loss and produces devotion.
● Self sacrifice typically produces respect and leads to powerful influence.
● Military members are willing to sacrifice their lives to protect our country.
● Toler stated, “Opportunities to display heroic, life-endangering selflessness are rareer in wartime but even

rarer in civilian life.  Yet we all have occasions to leave the safety and comfort of our own lives behind in order
to benefit others.”

If your office or command is in need of one book or a hundred we would be honored to source them
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